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ence of 1917 the resolution passed postponing the problem
till the cessation of hostilities clearly indicated that the
Dominions were not favouring the formation of an Imperial
Federation. General Smuts, speaking in support of the
resolution, said, " If this resolution is passed, then one
possible solution is negatived, and that is the Federal solu-
tion.. The idea of a future Imperial Parliament and a
future Imperial Executive is negatived by implication by
the terms of this Resolution/'*
It is easy to visualize the many difficulties, rather the
impossibility, of an Imperial Federation. How would the
many small British possessions scattered over the whole
globe be governed if the self-governing dominions and
India were to be placed on equal terms in the federation ?
Would England so easily renounce her sole right to these
possessions for which her soldiers and sailors shed their
blood and for the acquisition of which the other members
have done absolutely nothing ? To think of the possibility
of such a great sacrifice on the part of England will only
be over-estimating the generosity of human nature. How
would the proportion of representation in the Common
Legislature and Executive be determined ? A population
basis would only throw England into a most insignificant
position. We may, therefore, easily role out the possibility
of an Imperial federation coming into being in the future.
Taking into account the various points so far dilated
upon we come to the only feasible and the most practicable
solution that the Empire will tend to become a group of
nations, independent in all domestic concerns, all owing
allegiance to a common monarch and deciding all common
matters o£ defence, commerce and communications in joint
free consultations. The periodical meetings of the Imperial
Conference will remove all causes of complaint by harmoniz-
* Keith, 'Speeches and Documents on Colonial Policy,' VoL II,
page 395,

